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Thursday, February 13 2014                                                                                    WRM# 14-06  

The WRMarketplace is created exclusively for AALU Members by the AALU staff and 
Greenberg Traurig, one of the nation’s leading tax and wealth management law firms. The 
WRMarketplace provides deep insight into trends and events impacting the use of life insurance 
products, including key take-aways, for AALU members, clients and advisors. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TOPIC: Key Planning Insights from the 2014 Heckerling Institute – It’s a Whole New 
World. 

MARKET TREND:  The current tax laws have revolutionized estate planning, eliminating the 
traditional emphasis on lifetime gift planning and stressing the need for highly customized client 
plans designed to minimize income tax exposure and to preserve overall wealth. 

SYNOPSIS:  The 2014 Heckerling Institute on Estate Planning focused on the overall impact of 
the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 (“ATRA”) and the implementation of the 3.8% net 
investment income (“NII”) tax on estate planning advisors and their clients, raising several 
important tax and life insurance planning insights.  Specifically, the Heckerling presenters 
emphasized that (1) given the changes in the federal transfer tax laws, estate tax planning and 
income tax planning have become one in the same for many clients, (2) retaining, rather than 
transferring, wealth to achieve a “step-up” in income tax basis may become the new norm in 
estate planning, (3) zero-gift transfers designed to preserve an individual’s federal estate tax 
exemption at death likely will become the preferred method for transferring wealth out of large 
estates, (4) the NII tax will significantly impact investment planning for both individuals and 
trusts and could fundamentally alter a trust’s overall distribution plan, and (5) general rules of 
thumb in estate planning will give way to increasingly customized plans reflective of each 
client’s specific circumstances. 

TAKE AWAY: Bottom line, it’s time to revisit every client’s estate plan, since the current tax 
laws have completely changed the planning landscape.  Traditional wealth transfer concepts 
designed to exhaust the federal gift tax exemption during life will no longer serve as standard 
planning for most clients. Advisors now must think differently to preserve client wealth, and 
managing lifetime and post-mortem income taxes will be the key.  In this environment, interest 
should continue to increase in life insurance products as options to manage the active and passive 
income tax exposure of a client’s overall investment portfolio.  Thus, insurance advisors should 
strengthen their collaboration with attorneys, accountants, and other affiliated advisors to help 
demonstrate to clients the multi-faceted planning benefits offered through life insurance and 
annuity products.     

The 2014 Heckerling Institute on Estate Planning focused on the overall impact of ATRA and 
the implementation of the 3.8% NII tax on estate planning advisors and their clients, raising 
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several important tax and life insurance planning insights.  The following provides an overview 
of some of the key observations from this year’s Heckerling Institute, many of which we will 
explore in more detail in future WRMarketplace reports.   

1.    Change Your Thinking:  Estate Planning is Income Tax Planning 

The majority of Heckerling presenters confirmed that traditional estate tax planning is a thing of 
the past.  The combination of: 

! the increase in the federal income tax and capital gains rates for top earners to 39.6% and 
20%, respectively, coupled with the impact of state income and capital gains taxes;  

! the implementation of the 3.8% NII tax; and  

! ATRA’s enactment of a top 40% federal estate, gift and GST tax rate, a permanent unified 
estate and gift tax exemption (“federal unified credit”) and a GST tax exemption of $5 
million (inflation-indexed, currently to $5.34 million), and portability of the federal unified 
credit between spouses  

has minimized the gap between the top effective income tax rates and transfer tax rates (see 
attached chart of the top effective long-term capital gains and estate tax rates).  It also has 
allowed individuals to retain more wealth until death, without incurring transfer taxes (thereby 
achieving a basis “step-up” for many assets).  As illustrated below, under these conditions, 
implementing a typical estate planning strategy that exhausts the federal gift tax exemption and 
transfers maximum client wealth during life may produce a net negative result by exposing the 
client’s heirs to higher income taxes.  Thus, in today’s world, estate tax planning and income 
tax planning have become synonymous for many clients.  

• Life Insurance Insights – the Shifting Landscape:   

" Tax Rate Convergence.  As income and estate tax planning concerns merge, techniques 
that serve multiple objectives (e.g., income tax-deferral, estate tax minimization, 
retirement and liquidity planning, etc.) will have far greater appeal. Annuities and cash 
value life insurance products are a natural fit in this area as they can achieve numerous 
goals and are taxed appropriately, with income tax-deferred growth, some access to cash 
value without imposition of income taxes, and payment of death benefit proceeds which 
are not generally subject to income tax and may potentially not be subject to estate taxes.    

" Greater Income vs. Estate Tax Exposure.  Due to the relatively low income tax 
thresholds, many individuals likely will face exposure to the top income tax rates before 
they will accumulate estates in excess of the inflation-indexed federal unified credit.  
Thus, while the number of clients with taxable estates may shrink, the market for 
personal life insurance as an income tax-efficient cash accumulation and retirement 
savings vehicle should grow.  

" New Approach.  We likely will see an increased interest in high cash value life insurance 
products, particularly current assumption universal life and whole life, which benefit 
from a rising rate environment.  Providing analyses for clients that show not only the 
internal rate of return (“IRR”) relative to life expectancy (“LE”) for a policy’s death 
benefit, but also an IRR analysis of the policy cash value relative to LE may help 
insurance advisors demonstrate to affiliated advisors and their clients how life insurance 
can complement their overall investment and income tax planning goals.  
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2.  Know Your Basis: Achieving Basis Step-Up as a Primary Planning Objective  

Knowledge of a client’s income tax basis in each asset has always been critical for overall tax 
planning, but, in the past, the benefit of lifetime gifting almost always outweighed retention 
when the federal unified credit was low (e.g., $675,000) and the top federal estate tax rate was 
high (e.g., 55%).  Now, the higher income, capital gains, and NII taxes on investment income, 
along with potential state tax exposure, increase the possible tax liability to the recipient of gifted 
property, particularly if that property has a low income tax basis and/or substantial potential for 
growth (see chart containing combined, effective long-term capital gains tax rates by state).  

Conversely, the availability of a large, permanent federal unified credit that will generally 
increase with inflation adjustments over time offers clients the ability to protect more property 
from federal estate taxes and receive the benefit of a basis step-up for their heirs.  This benefit is 
magnified for residents of states that impose income taxes but not estate taxes (e.g., California), 
particularly when compared to states with an estate tax but no income tax (e.g., Washington).   

Example:  A has an estate worth $15 million and wants to transfer real property 
worth $2 million (with a basis of $500,000) to his only child, B.  A has a LE of 10 
years, expects all his property to double in value over that time, and will use his 
federal unified credit to shelter any gift.  After 10 years, A will die and leave his 
estate to B, who will sell the real property.  Assume (1) a single federal unified 
credit of $6,530,000 (inflation adjusted) at A’s death, (2) if A and B are California 
residents, an effective estate tax rate of 40% and a capital gains tax rate of 38.3%, 
and (3) if A and B are Washington residents, an effective estate tax rate of 51.4% 
and a capital gains tax rate of 25%. 

 California Washington 

 Gift Bequest Gift Bequest 

Total Held by B in 10 Years $30,000,000 $30,000,000 $30,000,000 $30,000,000 

Estate Tax ($8,588,000) ($9,388,000) ($11,162,000) ($12,418,000) 

Capital Gains Tax ($1,340,500) $0 ($875,000) $0 

Total left for B $20,071,500 $20,612,000 $17,963,000 $17,582,000 

Benefit of Gift ($540,500) $381,000 

Accordingly, depending on a family’s circumstances, holding property until death may provide 
a larger overall wealth transfer benefit as opposed to a lifetime gift. 

• Life Insurance Insight: Life insurance, when held outside of the taxable estate, can provide 
flexibility in weighing the costs and benefits of whether to gift or hold an asset for tax 
planning purposes.  The insurance proceeds can offset additional estate taxes imposed by 
holding a particular asset until death to obtain a basis step-up. The proceeds also provide 
liquidity for the estate taxes so the property would not need to be sold, unless desired. 

3.  Preserve the Estate Tax Exemption:  “Zero” Gift Techniques to Transfer Wealth 

For clients who will face significant estate taxes, a comprehensive tax plan will still implement 
strategies that minimize the tax value of the client’s estate.  However, these strategies now 
should also focus on the preservation of the client’s federal unified credit to maximize the 
benefits of basis step-up at death.  Wealth transfer techniques that result in minimal or no taxable 
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gifts, such as zeroed-out GRATs, installment sales to grantor trusts, etc., are ideally suited to 
reducing the client’s taxable estate without diminishing the federal unified credit.     

• Life Insurance Insight:  The effectiveness of the above techniques depends significantly on 
market performance and the client’s longevity, neither of which can be controlled.  The 
returns on certain life insurance products, however, do not depend directly on market 
performance and offer protection against a client’s mortality.  Life insurance for this purpose 
acts as a non-correlated asset – neither dependent on mortality or market performance – and 
thus can provide a unique hedge for these zero-gift transfer strategies.  This feature, coupled 
with the payment of death benefits without imposition of income taxes and potentially 
without imposition of estate and GST taxes if life insurance is held in a properly structured 
trust, make life insurance performance hard to replicate elsewhere in a client’s portfolio.  

4.  Anticipate the NII Tax Impact: Game Changer for Investment & Distribution Strategies 

The 3.8% NII tax applies to the lesser of: (1) NII (e.g., dividends, interest, rents, capital gains, 
passive activity income) or (2) the excess of modified adjusted gross income over applicable 
thresholds -- $200,000 for single filers; $250,000 for married, joint filers, and $12,150 for non-
grantor trusts.1 These thresholds are relatively low and will affect a much larger group of 
individuals and their trusts.  The individual thresholds also are not inflation-indexed, so the NII 
tax will impact even more individuals over time.  

Non-grantor trusts, in particular, are quickly impacted by the NII tax, given the low $12,150 
threshold.  Trustees of these trusts will need to consider the costs and benefits of making 
increased distributions to beneficiaries who are not subject to the NII tax (which reduces the 
trust’s taxable NII) or who may be in a lower income tax bracket overall and whether to adjust 
the trust’s investment portfolios toward tax-exempt and tax-deferred investments, including 
insurance products, muni-bonds, etc.   

• Life Insurance Insights:  

" Life insurance is taxed appropriately, and, as a general rule, if an amount is not 
included in taxable income, it is not subject to the NII tax, which means annuity and 
life insurance products with significant investment components can help mange both 
income and NII tax exposure.  Deferred annuities will delay the receipt and 
recognition of income for both income and NII tax purposes.  Life insurance can 
offer income tax deferral by allowing certain withdrawals of cash value without 
imposition of income and NII tax and payment of death benefits generally without 
imposition of income and NII tax and potentially without imposition of estate and 
GST taxes if life insurance is held in a properly structured trust. 

" Acquiring life insurance in a trust that provides lifetime spousal access also can 
support a couple’s lifetime retirement planning on a NII and income tax-efficient 
basis while protecting the death benefits from estate tax at their death.    

5.  Know the Details:  No More “One Size Fits All” Planning 

The analysis of how a client can manage his or her overall tax plan depends on numerous factors, 
leaving few general “rules of thumb” in the post-ATRA tax planning world.  Developing a tax-
efficient wealth management and transfer plan for a particular family will require review of: 

! The client’s current and projected net worth and life expectancy;  
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! The types of assets held, their current tax basis, whether they will be eligible for a basis step-
up, their current and projected values, and the future likelihood of their sale; and  

! The potential tax impact resulting from the client’s state of domicile as well as the states of 
his or her heirs, including the anticipated total income and transfer tax rates at the time of any 
planned gift and at the client’s death, in both the client’s and beneficiary’s states of 
residence.   

• Life Insurance Insights:  

" Given the variety of factors in play, a team approach in life insurance planning remains 
critical.  Treating the acquisition of life insurance as a stand-alone transaction may hinder 
clients from attaining their overall wealth management goals as well as limit future 
opportunities to assist clients with additional planning (such as opportunities to combine 
life insurance planning with zero-out transfer planning techniques).   

" Successful, overall tax planning will depend as much on proper maintenance of the plan 
as it does on proper implementation.  For example, failure to correctly administer 
insurance trusts or to monitor the performance of policies or the investments of 
complementary planning (e.g., GRATs, sales, etc.) may result in adverse gift or estate tax 
consequences or the ineffectiveness of wealth transfer techniques.  Thus, clients will 
benefit from insurance advisors who provide post-transaction support, including 
reviewing and providing updates on policy performance, confirming performance of trust 
investments and related estate planning techniques, etc.  For products with higher cash 
values or more variable features, this support will be crucial. 

TAKE-AWAYS 

• Bottom line, it’s time to revisit every client’s estate plan, since the current tax laws have 
completely changed the planning landscape.  Traditional wealth transfer concepts designed to 
exhaust the federal gift tax exemption during life will no longer serve as standard planning 
for most clients.  

• Advisors now must think differently to preserve client wealth, and managing lifetime and 
post-mortem income taxes will be the key.  In this environment, interest should continue to 
increase in life insurance products as options to manage the active and passive income tax 
exposure of a client’s overall investment portfolio.   

• Insurance advisors should strengthen their collaboration with attorneys, accountants, and 
other affiliated advisors to help demonstrate to clients the multi-faceted planning benefits 
offered through life insurance and annuity products.     

NOTES 

__________________ 

1 For non-grantor trusts, the 3.8% NII tax applies to the lesser of: (1) undistributed net investment income, or (2) 
adjusted gross income in excess of the top income tax bracket threshold for trusts/estates (e.g., $12,150 in 2014, 
adjusted annually for inflation).     
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DISCLAIMER  
 
In order to comply with requirements imposed by the IRS which may apply to the 
Washington Report as distributed or as re-circulated by our members, please be advised of 
the following:  
 
THE ABOVE ADVICE WAS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN TO BE USED, AND IT 
CANNOT BE USED, BY YOU FOR THE PURPOSES OF AVOIDING ANY PENALTY  
THAT MAY BE IMPOSED BY THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE.  
 
In the event that this Washington Report is also considered to be a “marketed opinion” 
within the meaning of the IRS guidance, then, as required by the IRS,  please be further 
advised of the following:  
 
THE ABOVE ADVICE WAS NOT WRITTEN TO SUPPORT THE PROMOTIONS OR  
MARKETING OF THE TRANSACTIONS OR MATTERS ADDRESSED BY THE   
WRITTEN ADVICE, AND, BASED ON THE PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES, YOU 
SHOULD SEEK ADVICE FROM AN INDEPENDENT TAX ADVISOR. 
 
 
The AALU WRNewswire and WRMarketplace are published by the Association for Advanced 
Life Underwriting® as part of the Essential Wisdom Series, the trusted source of actionable 
technical and marketplace knowledge for AALU members—the nation’s most advanced life 
insurance professionals.  
 
WRM #14-06 was written by Greenberg Traurig, LLP 
Jonathan M. Forster 
Martin Kalb 
Richard A. Sirus 
Steven B. Lapidus 
Rebecca Manicone 
 
Counsel Emeritus 
Gerald H. Sherman 1932-2012 
Stuart Lewis 1945-2012 
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Chart:  Top Combined Effective Tax Rates by State: Long-Term Capital Gain (LTCG) vs. Estate1 

 

State LTCG 
Tax^ 

Estate 
Tax  Gap State LTCG 

Tax^ 
Estate 

Tax  Gap State LTCG 
Tax^ 

Estate 
Tax  Gap State LTCG 

Tax^ 
Estate 

Tax  Gap 

AL 28.8% 40% 11.2% IL 28.8% 49.6% 20.8% MT 28.7% 40% 11.3% RI 29.5% 40% 10.5% 

AK 25.0% 40% 15% IN 27.6% 40% 12.4% NE 30.1% 40%* 9.9% SC 27.9% 40% 12.1% 

AZ 28.4% 40% 11.6% IA 31.7% 40%* 8.3% NV 25.0% 40% 15.0% SD 25.0% 40% 15.0% 

AR 28.7% 40% 11.3% KS 29.8% 40% 10.2% NH 25.0% 40% 15.0% TN 25.0% 40%* 15.0% 

CA 35.0% 40% 5% KY 29.5% 40%* 10.5% NJ 31.7% 49.6%* 17.9% TX 25.0% 40% 15.0% 

CO 28.5% 40% 11.5% LA 29.2% 40% 10.8% NM 26.8% 40% 13.2% UT 28.8% 40% 11.2% 

CT 30.0% 47.2% 17.2% ME 31.4% 47.2% 15.8% NY 31.6% 49.6% 18.0% VT 31.7% 49.6% 17.9% 

DE 30.1% 49.6% 19.5% MD 29.1% 49.6%* 20.5% NC 30.8% 40% 9.2% VA 29.3% 40% 10.7% 

DC 31.7% 49.6% 17.9% MA 30.0% 40% 10.0% ND 27.1% 40% 12.9% WA 25.0% 51.4% 26.4% 

FL 25.0% 40% 15% MI 28.3% 40% 11.7% OH 29.4% 40% 10.6% WV 29.9% 40% 10.1% 

GA 29.5% 40% 10.5% MN 30.9% 49.6% 18.7% OK 28.9% 40% 11.1% WI 29.1% 40% 10.9% 

HI 33.3% 40% 6.7% MS 28.8% 40% 11.2% OR 32.4% 49.6% 17.2% WY 25.0% 40% 15.0% 

ID 30.9% 40% 9.1% MO 29.5% 40% 10.5% PA 27.3% 40%* 12.7% *Inheritance tax also applies. 

1Estimate of top effective LTCG and estate tax rates, based on federal and state rates as of 2013.  Provided for illustration and general 
information only - rates cannot be relied upon and must be confirmed.   

^Includes potential impact of the reinstated “Pease” limitation on itemized deductions (estimated at 1.2%) and the net investment income 
tax on net investment income (3.8%). 


